
3rd Year Tutorial
How stable are multi-strain systems with discrete population
structures?

This tutorial was given to students of the undergraduate degree in Biological
Sciences at the Department of Zoology, University of Oxford (2015).

The answers included in this document (green text) are not complete nor do they represent the 
specific goals of the tutor, but are instead a summary of the discussion points that students engaged 
with during the tutorial sessions.

The software version of MANTIS required for tutorial is 3.0 (“red egg”).

Proposed reading for this tutorial:

MANTIS: an R package that simulates multilocus models of pathogen evolution.
http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/16/176

Chaos, persistence, and evolution of strain structure in antigenically diverse infectious agents.
http://www.sciencemag.org/content/280/5365/912

MANTIS homepage:
http://www.eeid.ox.ac.uk/mantis
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3rd Year Tutorial
How stable are multi-strain systems with discrete population structures?

Getting the software Ready
You will not be required to develop any code in this tutorial, but you will use the code given to 
generate plots and tables which you will be asked to discuss. To be able to execute some 
computational experiments, you will need to use the package MANTIS in R. Below are a few steps 
required to make this possible. Please read the steps with attention.

R and Rstudio (for Windows)

• Download and install R from: https://cran.r-project.org/bin/windows/base/
• Download Rstudio software from: https://download1.rstudio.org/RStudio-0.99.486.exe
• Download Rtools software from: https://cran.r-project.org/bin/windows/Rtools/Rtools33.exe
• Install both, Rtools first then Rstudio

R and Rstudio (for MacOS)

• Download and install R from: https://cran.r-project.org/bin/macosx/
• Download Rstudio software from: https://download1.rstudio.org/RStudio-0.99.486.dmg
• Install Rstudio

Rcpp and MANTIS (both MacOS and Windows):

• Download the MANTIS package from: https://copy.com/730N86aTWQyWp2uP
• Make sure that your system keeps the correct extension (“.tar.gz”) for the downloaded file, 

in MacOS it often happens that the file is automatically renamed to “.tar”.
• Download the extra code file ”extra.functions.R” from: https://copy.com/47l33viKVbtYiIKH
• Open Rstudio if not opened already
• Navigate to Tools → Install Packages. In the popup window, choose Install From:→ 

Repository (CRAN). In Packages type in Rcpp and click Install.
• At this point you may be asked to install missing software, you need to agree with it.
• Navigate to Tools → Install Packages. In the popup window, choose Install From:→ 

Package Archive File. In the popup window, choose the MANTIS package file you 
downloaded (“MANTIS_3.0.tar.gz”)

Test if MANTIS is properly installed:

• Open Rstudio if not already opened and type require(MANTIS), and then helloMANTIS(), 
which should result in a welcome message

• If an error message is returned, please get in touch with your colleagues or contact your 
tutor for help

Contact the tutor in case you have problems with the software: jose.lourenco@zoo.ox.ac.uk
Or, come around to C33.
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Part I (NSS, CSS, DSS)
Introduction (summary note on your lectures):

The development of immunity places pressure on pathogens to find ways to evade or subvert it. It
also sets up competition between different pathogen strains, as a previously infected host may no
longer  be  available  for  infection  due  to  the  establishment  of  immune  responses  that  are  also
effective against the newly invading strain. Competition between strains is particularly acute when
the principal targets of immunity are conserved epitopes: in these cases, each individual can only
sustain  a  single  infection  by  a  particular  pathogen  species  and  may  thereafter  enjoy  lifelong
protection,  such as for many common childhood infections like measles, mumps and whooping
cough (pertussis). While the absence of competition between strains allows for the circulation of
strains at very similar prevalences (no strain structure), high immunological competition may lead
to  the  stable  establishment  of  discrete  antigenic  types  with  non-overlapping variant  repertoires
(discrete strain structure -  DSS) or cause cyclical,  or even chaotic,  fluctuations to occur  in the
frequencies of different antigenic types (cyclical strain structure - CSS). 

R code reminders
• Code starting with # is ignored by R (in this document, such code appears in grey)
• You can copy the code in this document to the R console, directly from Word or any other

text editing software. As a precaution, copy only the red lines (i.e. no comments) 
• Every time you open R studio to work on this tutorial, you will need to:

1. Make sure Rstudio's working directory is where you are keeping your code files (your
code plus the file  extra.functions.R): go to Session → Set Working Directory → Choose
Directory… (on the top menus)

2. Start MANTIS by running the code require(MANTIS)
3. Include the functions required by running the code source("extra.functions.R")

This first part of the tutorial is very similar to the practical courses of last year. It is intended to 
work as a reminder of what MANTIS can do and how to generate strain structures.

Exercise I.1: Generating NSS (no strain structure)

Running the following code in R will generate NSS:

#these variables define the time of the simulation: 
tMax= 1100 #total time in years 
tInt= 0.005 #simulation time step
tObsPer= 100 #output time step
#these instructions are the conditions that define the existing strains and their interactions
epiStruc= c(2,2) #epitope structure: with 2 loci with 2 alleles each (4 strains)
nStrains= extractNumberStrains(epiStruc) #get number of strains in the system
#random initial conditions for infected
initCondY <- rep(1e-4, nStrains)
#make sure strain 1 has a slightly higher prevalence, which will allow
#to see differences in strains in the resulting plot
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initCondY[1]<- initCondY[1]+ 0.00001
gamma= 0 #strength of cross-immunity between strains
#epidemiological parameters
beta= c(292,292,292,292) #transmission rates of the strains
sigma= (1/5)*365 #5 days infectious period
mu= 1/50 #50 years of host life-span
#this instruction executes the simulation
simdata= runMANTIS(epiStruc, tMax, tObsPer, tInt, initCondY, beta, gamma, sigma, mu)
#this next instruction plots the proportion of infected individuals.
#Notice the variables xiObs, xfObs.
#These define a "zoom in" window within 70% and 100% of the time range of the simulation.
#Using xiObs=0, xfObs=1, for instance, would plot the entire time range.
#You can change these numbers and run this instruction again to change the plot as you please.
plotY(simdata, xiObs=0.7, xfObs=1.0, addLegend=TRUE)

Which should give you something like:

The code above is well commented (grey) and it should be clear what each line is doing to 
generate the observed output. Note here that there are 4 strains in this system. Under NSS it 
should be clear to you why, at first sight, there seems to be only one. You know that NSS is 
expected under no cross-immunity. Describe which lines of code you think are essential for 
this and what happens with the strains from beginning to end (you can replot the results if 
you want to explore the simulation, check the comments on the plot line).

• The strains behave as independent from each other, roughly following SIR dynamics
• Prevalences are similar because there is no direct competition
• Strain one (yellow) enjoys a slightly higher prevalence due to the initial conditions

Exercise I.2: Generating DSS (discrete strain structure)
Running the following code in R will generate DSS:

#these variables define the time of the simulation: 
tMax= 1000 #total time in years 
tInt= 0.005 #simulation time step
tObsPer= 100 #output time step
#these instructions are the conditions that define the existing strains and their interactions
epiStruc= c(2,2) #epitope structure: with 2 loci with 2 alleles each (4 strains)
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nStrains= extractNumberStrains(epiStruc) #get number of strains in the system
#random initial conditions for infected
initCondY <- rep(1e-4, nStrains)
#make sure strain 1 has a slightly higher prevalence, which will allow
#to see differences in strains in the resulting plot
initCondY[1]<- initCondY[1]+ 0.00001
gamma= 0.95 #strength of cross-immunity between strains
#epidemiological parameters
beta= c(292,292,292,292) #transmission rates of the strains
sigma= (1/5)*365 #5 days infectious period
mu= 1/50 #50 years of host life-span
#this instruction executes the simulation
simdata= runMANTIS(epiStruc, tMax, tObsPer, tInt, initCondY, beta, gamma, sigma, mu)
#this next instruction plots the proportion of infected individuals.
#Notice the variables xiObs, xfObs.
#These define a "zoom in" window within 70% and 100% of the time range of the simulation.
#Using xiObs=0, xfObs=1, for instance, would plot the entire time range.
#You can change these numbers and run this instruction again to change the plot as you please.
plotY(simdata, xiObs=0.7, xfObs=1.0, addLegend=TRUE)

Which should give you something like:

The code above is well commented (grey) and it should be clear what each line is doing to 
generate the observed output. Note here that there are 4 strains in this system. Under DSS it 
should be clear to you why, at first sight, there seems to be only 2. You know that DSS is 
expected under high cross-immunity. Describe which lines of code you think are essential for 
this and what happens with the strains from beginning to end (you can replot the results if 
you want to explore the simulation, check the comments on the plot line).

• Strains 1 and 4 dominate the population, strains 2 and 3 are virtually extinct (this can be concluded 
from exploring variables in R)

• Dominant strains follow, roughly, SIR dynamics
• Strong competition is what forces strain segregation
• With no other information available on sequence composition, it is concluded that strains 1 and 4 

probably do not share any alleles, but do so with the extinct ones
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Exercise I.3: Generating CSS (cyclical strain structure)
Running the following code in R will generate CSS:

#these variables define the time of the simulation: 
tMax= 1000 #total time in years 
tInt= 0.005 #simulation time step
tObsPer= 100 #output time step
#these instructions are the conditions that define the existing strains and their interactions
epiStruc= c(2,2) #epitope structure: with 2 loci with 2 alleles each (4 strains)
nStrains= extractNumberStrains(epiStruc) #get number of strains in the system
#random initial conditions for infected
initCondY <- rep(1e-4, nStrains)
#make sure strain 1 has a slightly higher prevalence, which will allow
#to see differences in strains in the resulting plot
initCondY[1]<- initCondY[1]+ 0.00001
gamma= 0.6 #strength of cross-immunity between strains
#epidemiological parameters
beta= c(292,292,292,292) #transmission rates of the strains
sigma= (1/5)*365 #5 days infectious period
mu= 1/50 #50 years of host life-span
#this instruction executes the simulation
simdata= runMANTIS(epiStruc, tMax, tObsPer, tInt, initCondY, beta, gamma, sigma, mu)
#this next instruction plots the proportion of infected individuals.
#Notice the variables xiObs, xfObs.
#These define a "zoom in" window within 70% and 100% of the time range of the simulation.
#Using xiObs=0, xfObs=1, for instance, would plot the entire time range.
#You can change these numbers and run this instruction again to change the plot as you please.
plotY(simdata, xiObs=0.7, xfObs=1.0, addLegend=TRUE)

Which should give you something like:

The code above is well commented (grey) and it should be clear what each line is doing to 
generate the observed output. You know that CSS is expected under intermediate cross-
immunity. Describe which lines of code you think are essential for this and what happens 
with the strains from beginning to end (you can replot the results if you want to explore the 
simulation, check the comments on the plot line).

• Intermediate competition is not enough to completely segregate strains into DSS
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• Strains do not converge into an equilibrium, as expected from SIR dynamics, but are instead kept in 
the typical, transient SIR initial behaviour

• It is important to note that, mechanistically, competition is enough to create exclusion during epidemics
of particular strains, causing delays in the consumption of susceptible hosts by the other strains

• Strain 1 appears to enjoy particularly bigger epidemics, which may be attributed to initial conditions

Part II (Stability of DSS)
Given that we now know how to generate discrete strain structure (DSS), we can now test how 
stable the structure is upon the emergence of a non-dominant strain. We assume this to have been 
due to some sort of genetic change which increases the non-dominant strain's transmission potential
(which we may here refer to as fitness).

Exercise II.1: test invasion of DSS in a 2x2 system

We first generate DSS for a simple 2x2 system:

epiStruc<- c(2,2) #define epitope structure, with 2 loci
nStrains<- extractNumberStrains(epiStruc) #get number of strains in the system
tMax<- 1000 #maximum time for the simulation
tInt<- 0.005 #time step for the simulation
tObsPer<- 100 #record solution every tObsPer steps
initCondY <- rep(1e-4, nStrains) #random initial conditions for infected
initCondY[1]<- initCondY[1]+ 0.00001 #make sure strain 1 dominates by setting a slightly higher prevalence
beta<- rep(292, nStrains) #default transmission for all strains
gamma<- 0.98 #cross immunity for this simulation
sigma<-  (1/5)*365 #5 days infectious period
mu<-  1/50 #50 years of life-span
simdata<- runMANTIS(epiStruc, tMax, tObsPer, tInt, initCondY, beta, gamma, sigma, mu) #generate DSS
plotY(simdata, xiObs=0.65, xfObs=0.99, ymax=0.001, addLegend=TRUE) #this code will plot the result

With output:

We then check the dominance of strains and their sequences (output in blue, code in red):

extractDominantSeqsLastStep(simdata)
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      locus1 locus2    prevalence strain.id dominance
1      1          1  2.054044e-04           1            1
2      2          2  2.054044e-04           4            2
3      2          1 9.881313e-324         2            3
4      1          2 9.881313e-324         3            4

This gives the dominance order: strain 1, strain 4, strain 2 and finally strain 3.

The sequences appear under the columns locus1 and locus2, for which numbers are used to 
represent alleles; for instance, the sequence of strain 1 is “1 1”.

Notice also, from the plot above, that strain 1 and 4 have very similar prevalence, such that strain 1 
appears behind strain 4 (the same happens between strain 2 and 3).
Using this same simulation, we will now change the transmission potential of strain 2 to be 10 times
higher than the remaining strains. Notice that strain 2 is non-dominant.

#define here the extra parameters for this experiment
tBetaChange= 650 #time at which beta will be changed
changedStrain= 2 #which strain to change beta for
changedBeta= 292*10 #set the new beta
simdata<- runInvasionWithOneBetaChange(epiStruc, tMax, tObsPer, tInt, initCondY, beta, gamma, sigma, mu, 
tBetaChange, changedBeta, changedStrain) #run MANTIS
plotY(simdata, xiObs=0.65, xfObs=0.99, ymax=0.001, addLegend=TRUE) #plot entire simulation

This code should give you this output:

With dominance (output in blue, code in red):

extractDominantSeqsLastStep(simdata)

  locus1 locus2    prevalence  strain.id dominance
1      2      1  2.670482e-04           2         1
2      1      2  2.054314e-04           3         2
3      1      1 4.940656e-324         1         3
4      2      2 4.940656e-324         4         4

Explain here what you see happening to all strains from time t=650, when beta of strain 2 is 
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altered to be 10 times higher.

• Strain 2 emerges a few decades after the forced change in phenotype and remains dominant, as 
expected, at the end of the simulation

• Strains 1 and 4, previously dominating, are excluded from circulation at the time of emergence of 
strain 2. Strain 3 emerges long after strain 2, since herd-immunity by strains 1 and 4 is no longer 
present

• The final state of the population is characterized by the dominance of a discordant set of strains (2,3), 
which share no alleles and the exclusion of the remaining strains that share alleles with the dominant 
ones. Strain 2 has higher prevalence given its altered phenotype

• The delays in emergence of strains 2 and 3 could be of importance, if observed in a natural system. 
Delays may depend on periods of epidemiological importance, such as the infectious period or the 
host's life-span

Exercise II.2: test invasion of DSS in a 3x2 system

We first generate DSS for a simple 3x2 system:

epiStruc<- c(3,2) #define epitope structure, with 2 loci
nStrains<- extractNumberStrains(epiStruc) #get number of strains in the system
tMax<- 1000 #maximum time for the simulation
tInt<- 0.005 #time step for the simulation
tObsPer<- 100 #record solution every tObsPer steps
initCondY <- rep(1e-4, nStrains) #random initial conditions for infected
initCondY[1]<- initCondY[1]+ 0.00001 #make sure strain 1 dominates by setting a slightly higher prevalence
beta<- rep(292, nStrains) #default transmission for all strains
gamma<- 0.98 #cross immunity for this simulation
sigma<-  (1/5)*365 #5 days infectious period
mu<-  1/50 #50 years of life-span
simdata<- runMANTIS(epiStruc, tMax, tObsPer, tInt, initCondY, beta, gamma, sigma, mu) #generate DSS
plotY(simdata, xiObs=0.65, xfObs=0.99, ymax=0.001, addLegend=TRUE) #this code will plot the result

With output:

We then check the dominance of strains and their sequences (output in blue, code in red):

extractDominantSeqsLastStep(simdata)

      locus1 locus2    prevalence     strain.id dominance
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1      1         1  2.054044e-04          1         1
2      2         2  1.043558e-04           5         2
3      3         2  1.043558e-04           6         3
4      2         1 1.976263e-323         2         4
5      3         1 1.976263e-323         3         5
6      1         2 9.881313e-324         4         6

This gives the dominance order: strain 1, strain 5, strain 6, strain 2, strain 3 and finally strain 4. 

Notice from the plot above that strain 5 and 6 have very similar prevalence, such that strain 5 
appears behind strain 6 (this same effect will happen to other strains with similar prevalence).

Using this same simulation, we will now change the transmission potential of strain 2 to be 10 times
higher than the remaining strains. Notice that strain 2 is non-dominant.

#define here the extra parameters for this experiment
tBetaChange= 650 #time at which beta will be changed
changedStrain= 2 #which strain to change beta for
changedBeta= 292*10
simdata<- runInvasionWithOneBetaChange(epiStruc, tMax, tObsPer, tInt, initCondY, beta, gamma, sigma, mu, 
tBetaChange, changedBeta, changedStrain) #run MANTIS
plotY(simdata, xiObs=0.65, xfObs=0.99, ymax=0.001, addLegend=TRUE) #plot entire simulation

This code should give you this output:

With dominance (output in blue, code in red):

extractDominantSeqsLastStep(simdata)

  locus1 locus2    prevalence strain.id dominance
1      2      1  2.670482e-04           2         1
2      3      2  2.054051e-04          6         2
3      1      1 4.940656e-323         1         3
4      3      1 1.482197e-323         3         4
5      2      2 1.482197e-323         5         5
6      1      2 9.881313e-324         4         6
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Explain here what you see happening to all strains from time t=650, when beta of strain 2 is 
altered to be 10 times higher.

• This system behaves similarly to the 2x2, but with the presence of subdominant behaviour
• Dominance and subdominance, before the altered phenotype of strain 2, are possible between 

discordant sets of strains, as expected from DSS. However, in this case, strains 5 and 6 share one allele 
with each other and therefore compete directly, explaining their subdominant behaviour

• Strain 2 emerges immediately after the forced change in phenotype and remains dominant, as 
expected, at the end of the simulation

• Strains 1 (previously dominating) and strain 5 (previously subdominating), are excluded from 
circulation at the time of emergence of strain 2, while strain 6 remains as subdominant but enjoys a 
boost in prevalence

• When strain 2 emerges, it creates herd-immunity to strain 5, indirectly boosting strain 6's prevalence
• The final state of the population is characterized by the dominance of a discordant set of strains (2,6), 

which share no alleles and the exclusion of the remaining strains that share alleles with the dominant 
ones

Exercise II.3: how much better at transmitting does a non-
dominant strain need to be in order to invade DSS?

We have confirmed that invasion is possible in DSS, given the change in transmission potential of a 
non-dominant strain. Here we will test how big this change needs to be for invasion to occur.

We first look at the 2x2 system. The code below will run MANTIS 15 times, varying beta at each 
run, from the baseline value 292 to 292x10, for strain 2. At each run, MANTIS records which strain 
is dominant at the end of the simulation. The results are stored in the variable invasionResults, which 
is then used to plot the figure below.

epiStruc<- c(2,2) #define epitope structure, with 2 loci
nStrains<- extractNumberStrains(epiStruc) #get number of strains in the system
tMax<- 1000 #time at which the solver will stop
tInt<- 0.005 #solver step
tObsPer<- 100 #record solution every tObsPer steps
initCondY <- rep(1e-4, nStrains) #initial conditions for infected
initCondY[1]<- initCondY[1]+ 0.00001 #make sure strain 1 dominates
beta<- rep(292, nStrains) #default transmission for all strains
gamma<- 0.98 #cross immunity for this simulation
sigma<-  (1/5)*365  #5 days infectious period
mu<-  1/50 #50 years of life-span

#define here the extra parameters for this experiment
tBetaChange= 650 #time at which betas will be changed
changedStrain= 2 #which strain to change beta for?
baselineBeta= 292 #lowest beta to use
changedBetaRange= seq(baselineBeta,baselineBeta*10,length.out=15)
#run MANTIS for all the beta changes in the variable changedBetaRange (runs N=length(changedBetaRange) times)
invasionResults<- runInvasionWithBetaRange(epiStruc, tMax, tObsPer, tInt, initCondY, beta, gamma, sigma, mu, 
tBetaChange, changedBetaRange, changedStrain)
plotDSSInvasionResults(invasionResults) #plot the resuts
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Which should give the output:

We next look at the 3x2 system: for this, use the same code as above for the 2x2 system, but change 
the line in which the epiStruc (antigenic structure) is defined as 2x2 to 3x2, that is:

epiStruc<- c(3,2) #define epitope structure, with 2 loci
#the rest of the code  remains the same and goes below
(………..)

Which should give the output:

First, discuss what you see for each system separately. 

• When incrementally changing strain 2's phenotype, there appears to be a threshold of transmission 
that is required to achieve before strain 2 can invade a system in DSS

• This threshold is different between the 2x2 and 3x2 systems

Try to explain why the two outputs above are different by focusing on the information that you know from the 2
systems before we altered the transmission potential of strain 2:

System 2x2
  locus1 locus2    prevalence strain.id   dominance
      1          1  2.054044e-04           1            1
      2          2  2.054044e-04           4            2
      2          1 9.881313e-324         2            3
      1          2 9.881313e-324         3            4
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System 3x2
 locus1 locus2    prevalence          strain.id   dominance
      1          1  2.054044e-04          1            1
      2          2  1.043558e-04           5            2
      3          2  1.043558e-04           6            3
      2          1 1.976263e-323         2            4
      3          1 1.976263e-323         3            5
      1          2 9.881313e-324         4            6

• It is tempting to assume that invasion / emergence in the 3x2 would be made harder, but the thresholds 
demonstrate the opposite 

• The observed threshold is smaller in the 3x2 system, compared to the 2x2 system
• Before the emergence of strain 2, the 2x2 system has 2 strains dominating, while the 3x2 system has 1 

dominant and 2 subdominant
• After a look at the sequences, it becomes clear that strain 2 competes directly only with 2 strains in 

either system: in system 2x2 with strains 1 and 4, in system 3x2 with strains 1 and 5
• However, emergence of strain 2 in the system 3x2 implies the replacement of one dominant and another

subdominant strain, an easier task than replacing 2 dominants in system 2x2
• In conclusion, invasion potential and outcome will depend heavily on the strain chosen to enjoy the 

altered phenotype but also on which system the strain is assumed to be circulating in – general 
expectations that more complex systems are harder to invade are not necessarily true

• The high thresholds for the altered phenotypes further propose that DSS is generally a stable 
population structure under the possibility of changes in transmission phenotype

Exercise IV: biological discussion
From the results of exercise II.3, we now know how much a non-dominant strain would need to 
change its transmission potential in order to invade, and that this change would depend on the 
system under study.

Discuss here potential biological implications of these observations. For instance, to what 
biological system could these experiments apply to, and/or is it reasonable that a strain could 
reach such altered phenotype and how.

• DSS is often observed in bacterial host-pathogen systems, including Neisseria meningitidis and 
Streptococcus pneumoniae

• The high thresholds observed in these computational experiments suggest that genetic change would 
need to have a large effect in phenotype, which could theoretically be achieved by at least 3 
mechanisms of genetic change - mutation, recombination or horizontal gene transfer

• Mutation: point mutations are not expected to result in such radical phenotype changes, unless genetic 
change is assumed to accumulate in time, to a level in which enough changes have taken place or the 
right combination of changes work in epistasis for the altered phenotype. However, it is important to 
note that DSS proposes that strain 2 would be extremely rare, which should dictate a high risk of 
extinction for most of its genetic variants, such that accumulation of point mutations would be unlikely

• Recombination and horizontal gene transfer: contrary to mutation, these 2 mechanisms of genetic 
change could indeed result in radically altered phenotypes. An example in bacterial systems is the 
switch of capsules between serotypes or the acquisition of antibiotic resistance via gene transfer
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